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Abstract: Regional integration and pairing assistance are two forms of cross-regional emergency
collaboration practice carried out by the Chinese government. Based on the Chinese government’s
emergency management practice, evolutionary game models of cross-regional emergency collab-
oration were constructed. Further, the traditional evolutionary game model was improved by
introducing the stochastic process, and Gaussian white noise was introduced as a random distur-
bance. The stochastic evolutionary game model was constructed, and the existence and stability of
the equilibrium solutions of the two kinds of stochastic evolutionary game systems for cross-regional
emergency collaboration were verified based on the stability discrimination theorem of stochastic
differential equations. We used numerical simulations to simulate the evolution trajectories of the
regional integration and the pairing assistance stochastic evolutionary game system. In the regional
integration game system, when the efficiency of emergency collaboration, the emergency capital
stock, and the externality coefficients are higher, positive emergency strategies are more likely to
become the stable state of the game subjects’ strategy selection. In the pairing assistance game system,
the efficiency of emergency collaboration, the rewards and benefits from the central government,
and the matching degree between governments all had positive effects on the formation of the
positive emergency strategies of the game subjects. In addition, the pairing assistance mechanism for
sustainable development requires external support from the central government.

Keywords: cross-regional collaboration; complex adaptive systems; emergency collaboration;
evolutionary game; stochastic process

1. Introduction

An increasing number of incidents demonstrate that disasters and emergencies have
significant cross-regional characteristics, which bring about more complex and severe
circumstances and challenges to government emergency management [1–3]. Additionally,
the economic and social development of different administrative regions is unbalanced
and uncoordinated. Cross-regional emergency management appears to be a remedial
institutional arrangement designed to address this imbalance and incoordination, which
is an important measure for effectively integrating emergency resources, sharing relevant
disaster information, and improving the efficiency of the emergency response [4–6]. The
responses to the cross-regional attributes of emergencies and relationships among the
organizations of different regions represent the double connotations of cross-regional
emergency management [7].

From an organizational structure perspective, emergency management is a multi-agent
structure. Due to the unpredictability, complexity, and dynamic characteristics of disasters
and emergencies, different types of emergency organizations often need full communica-
tion and coordination to manage them [8]. Additionally, as a complex adaptive system
(CAS), emergency management must emphasize multi-agent collaboration to maximize the
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collective performance. The multi-agent collaboration in emergency management mainly in-
cludes intergovernmental collaboration, ministry-level collaboration, and cross-department
collaboration. Cross-regional emergency collaboration is a dimension of multi-agent collab-
oration in emergency management and refers to the emergency management organization
format established by different regional governments to jointly respond to disasters by
breaking boundary divisions. Due to the uncertainty of when a disaster may occur, cross-
regional emergency collaboration has deepened the complexity of the interaction between
emergency organizations, to an extent. Horizontal collaboration between governments
of different administrative regions and vertical collaboration between governments at
different levels are the main modes of cross-regional emergency collaboration.

Haken holds that system complexity is divided into internal and external complex-
ity [9]. The self-organizing mode reflects the nonlinear interactive relationships formed by
self-learning and adaptive characteristics in the system. The system can form an ordered
state structure through a self-organizing mode. The self-organizing evolution of the adap-
tive environment and development reflects the active transformation of a CAS. External
complexity is the interference of external factors on the internal elements of the system.
CASs are very sensitive to interference from external factors. When a system in a chaotic
state is affected by external factors, with adjustment and feedback from a CAS, the system
will produce emergent characteristics to adapt to the external complexity. The phenomenon
of emergent mechanisms generating new system properties, which tend to be stable and
orderly, is a passive adaptive process of CASs.

In the Chinese government’s emergency management practice, cross-regional emer-
gency collaboration can also be divided into two forms. First is the active exploration of
regional integration development between governments adjacent to administrative regions.
Regional integration is an important measure for promoting balanced regional development
and reflects the local governments’ (LG) implementation of national regional coordinated
development strategies. The main strategies of regional integration emergency collabo-
ration based on active exploration include signing emergency cooperation agreements,
establishing joint conference systems, preparing joint emergency plans, strengthening emer-
gency information notifications, carrying out joint emergency responses, and promoting
resource sharing. Second is the passive adaptation to a disaster, which involves carrying
out paired assistance during the emergency response or post-disaster recovery. Specifically,
one national strategy in China involves a province or major city aiding a designated region
in need of help, which is the essence of pairing assistance. Correspondingly, the main
coping measures in pairing assistance include the deployment of emergency forces, the
transportation of emergency resources, and post-disaster recovery and reconstruction sup-
port [10–12]. Overall, the Chinese government’s cross-regional emergency collaboration
has rich practical connotations. It is of great significance in analyzing the characteristics
of cross-regional emergency collaboration mechanisms, explaining the implementation
effects, and clarifying the relationship between organizations to improve the level of the
government’s cross-regional emergency management.

The cross-regional emergency collaboration modes in these two practical experiences
perfectly match the self- and hetero-organizing modes of CAS theory. In this context, in this
study, we designed an overall framework that integrates the self- and hetero-organizing
systems and built a game model to answer the following questions:

(1) From the perspective of the self- and hetero-organizing modes of CAS theory, what
are the characteristics of regional integration and pairing assistance emergency collab-
oration practices during operation and implementation?

(2) Which emergency organizations are involved in cross-regional emergency manage-
ment? What are the interactions among emergency organizations in regional integra-
tion and pairing assistance?

(3) What are the factors influencing the efficiency and performance of regional integration
and pairing assistance emergency collaborations?
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Based on CAS theory and evolutionary game theory (EGT), we constructed a cross-
regional emergency collaboration game model in the Chinese context from the perspectives
of self-organizing regional integration and hetero-organizing pairing assistance. Meanwhile,
the stochastic evolutionary game models of regional integration and pairing assistance were
constructed by adding stochastic disturbance to analyze the changes in and differences
between behavior choices of various emergency organizations. Further, the influencing
factors of regional integration and pairing assistance emergency collaboration mechanisms
were discussed. On this basis, the conclusions summarize and provide a reference point
and support for improving the efficiency of cross-regional emergency management.

In general, this study has positive significance for guiding cross-regional emergency
management. Firstly, the realization path and main experience of the Chinese government’s
cross-regional emergency collaboration mechanism construction can be revealed. Secondly,
the dynamic and interactive relationships between various emergency organizations with
different region attributes can be obtained. Thirdly, the factors influencing the improvement
of cross-regional emergency collaboration performance will be clarified. Thus, the study
has both theoretical and practical value for governments to improve their cross-regional
emergency collaboration mechanisms.

This paper is organized as follows. We reviewed the literature of CAS theory, emer-
gency collaboration, and EGT in Section 2. Section 3 describes the research problem and
proposes the theoretical frameworks that guided this research. Sections 4 and 5 detail
the construction of the stochastic evolutionary game models of regional integration and
pairing assistance, respectively, and the analysis of the influencing factors of cross-regional
emergency collaboration implementation using numerical simulations. Section 6 is the dis-
cussion, which summarizes and extends the research results. In Section 7, the conclusions
are presented, and the theoretical contributions and limitations are clarified.

2. Literature Review

With the prominence of cross-regional public affairs, strategies for effectively solving
regional problems and improving efficiency in governance have become the focus of govern-
ments around the world [13]. As a new governance mode, cross-regional governance breaks
the traditional governance mode that is limited by administrative divisions and is effective
for solving regional problems and realizing sustainable regional development [14,15]. In the
face of the continuous development of cross-regional governance practices, we attempted
to depict the connotation of cross-regional governance from different analytical perspec-
tives and public affairs approaches. The overall characteristics, operation mechanism,
participants, and the implementation performance of cross-regional governance have been
key issues in previous studies [16–18]. Further, scholars have carried out a series of studies
focusing on the practice and exploration of cross-regional governance in different fields,
such as environmental regulations [19], transportation [20], energy [21], public health [22],
and social development. Among them, cross-regional emergency management is also at
the core of cross-regional public affairs’ management.

Understanding the cross-regional attributes of different emergencies is the primary
goal of academic research on cross-regional emergency management. Among them, mobil-
ity, propagation, and spatial extensibility are the main cross-regional attributes of different
disasters. Specifically, the extension of natural hazards, the flow of environmental pollution,
and the spread of epidemics are the core tasks in cross-regional emergency management.
Existing studies have mostly examined the types of emergency functions as the core topics,
such as the regional site selection of emergency rescue stations, the regional layout of emer-
gency resources, the cross-regional allocation of emergency supplies, and the cross-regional
sharing of emergency communications [23–27].

In contrast, cross-regional emergency management has attracted the attention of
governments worldwide. Strengthening the construction mechanism of cross-regional
emergency management is a common necessity in development trends for governments
preparing to deal with cross-regional disasters [28]. Emergency organizations mainly
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include government departments, social organizations, and the military. The practice of
cross-regional emergency management in China can be summarized as regional integration
and pairing assistance [11]. Cross-regional emergency management in China is stronger
within vertical cooperation between governments but weaker in horizontal cooperation.

In organizational relationships, collaboration is an important way to improve organi-
zational performance. Additionally, collaboration is a process, from mutual cooperation
among organizations to mutual reinforcement [29]. The significance of implementing
cross-organization collaboration lies in solving the conflicts of interest and integrating
heterogeneous resources. The existing studies indicate that emergency collaboration has
prominent advantages in improving cooperation effectiveness, communication efficiency,
and resource sharing, while also saving on emergency costs [30]. Moreover, cross-regional
emergency collaboration is the specific practice of emergency collaboration in the cross-
regional governance mode, which emphasizes the sharing of interests and risks. From the
perspective of process and system, cross-regional emergency collaboration is embedded in
the entire emergency management system for regional disasters. On the one hand, disaster
early warning, emergency response, emergency disposal, post-disaster recovery, and other
links require the intervention of cross-regional emergency collaboration. On the other
hand, cross-regional emergency collaboration is reflected in safety supervision, emergency
materials, emergency communication, emergency rescue, and medical treatment.

CAS theory explains the adaptive evolution process of the system from an unstable
state to an ordered state by adjusting its behavior and structure under the activity of multi-
ple complex factors of internal nonlinearity and external uncertainty. Comfort introduced
CAS theory into the field of emergency management, focusing on the self-organizing behav-
ior of coordinated actions of multiple organizations [31]. Since then, CAS theory has been
further applied in emergency management research [32–34]. Comfort and Kapucu used
CAS theory to illustrate the inter-organizational coordination behavior of organizations in
response to extreme events [32]. Zhang et al. verified the structural relationship and evolu-
tion process of an adaptive response network in an emergency management system through
a case study by applying CAS theory [34]. The existing studies are based on the theoretical
framework of CAS and are more likely to depict and understand the internal relationship
and endogenous evolution logic from the perspective of the self-organizing evolution of
emergency management systems. There are few studies and discussions on external inter-
vention factors of emergency management, and the perspective of the hetero-organizing
evolution of emergency management needs to be further explored and demonstrated.

Moreover, the actions and decisions of emergency organizations involved in cross-
regional emergency management are dynamic and can mutually affect each other [35]. The
analysis of inter-organizational relationships in cross-regional emergency management is
of positive significance in characterizing the mode and optimizing the mechanism of cross-
regional emergency management. In addition, to describe the differences in the external
environment of the game system and the uncertain factors of the game situation, some
studies also put forward the construction paths of the stochastic evolutionary game model,
which has been applied to the research fields of pollution management [36], technical man-
agement [37], and tourism management [38]. Therefore, to describe the inter-organizational
relationships, we proposed a stochastic evolutionary game model of regional integration
and pairing assistance.

EGT is an important perspective in analyzing the interaction between organiza-
tions and has been widely used in environmental governance, engineering management,
safety management, and other public affairs. Further, EGT can effectively depict inter-
organizational relationships and dynamically evaluate the influencing factors of their
evolution in emergency management. Traditionally, EGT has been applied to emergency
mobilization [39], safety supervision [40], emergency evacuation [41], emergency res-
cue [42], and other emergency measures.

In the game model constructed in the relevant studies, the game subjects involved
mainly include government organizations, social organizations, enterprises, and the public.
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Further, emergency costs, emergency incomes, resource allocation, and cooperation effi-
ciency are considered the important factors that affect the emergency strategies. In addition,
academics have also tried to introduce organizational relationship conditions, such as
reciprocity relationships, reward and punishment relationships, and constraint mecha-
nisms, into the evolutionary game model to further explain the game system. All the above
references helped in constructing the stochastic evolutionary game model of cross-regional
emergency collaboration and analyzing the interaction and game relationships between
governments. In fact, the proposed stochastic process to simulate emergency cooperation
has a better goodness of fit than the deterministic evolutionary game model used in previ-
ous studies. Due to the strong randomness and disturbance of emergencies, we adopted a
stochastic evolutionary game model to analyze cross-regional emergency collaboration.

3. Presentation of Research Problem

Regional integration and pairing assistance constitute the cross-regional emergency
collaboration model in the Chinese context. Regional integration emergency collaboration
has been formed among governments through establishing the rules and frameworks of
emergency linkage. Specifically, the intergovernmental collaboration relationships between
neighboring governments (NG) and interdepartmental collaboration relationships between
emergency management departments at the same level are the basic forms of regional
integrated emergency collaboration. Regional integration emergency collaboration is
conducive to resource sharing and coordinated development, and reciprocal cooperation
is emphasized among governments. This study abstracts the organizational relationship
in regional integration emergency collaboration as the interaction between the LG and
the NG.

In response to the emergency needs of major disasters and emergencies, such as the
Wenchuan earthquake and COVID-19, the central government (CG) launched pairing assis-
tance during the emergency response or post-disaster recovery phase in China. Although
the pairing assistance mechanism was initiated by the CG, the implementation of pairing
assistance depends on cross-regional collaboration between donors and recipients. The sub-
jects of pairing assistance emergency collaboration are usually not adjacent, and they differ.
Nonreciprocal cooperation between governments is embodied in loss sharing. This study
abstracts the organizational relationship in pairing assistance emergency collaboration as
the interaction between the LG and the pairing government (PG).

According to CAS theory, hetero-organizing systems depend more on external instruc-
tions, while self-organizing systems form a responsible, coordinated, and ordered structure
through tacit internal rules. In comparison, self-organizing systems have more open and ex-
tensive interaction characteristics than hetero-organizing systems. Self-organizing systems
are more inclined to active adaptive system evolution, while hetero-organizing systems
embody mechanisms and passive responses to external incentives. Correspondingly, in
the regional integration mechanism, institutional norms, trust relationships, and external
influences formed between the LG and the NG constitute the main influencing factors for
the evolution of the self-organizing system [43,44]. In the pairing assistance mechanism,
the CG is the external intervention factor in the formation and evolution of the emergency
collaboration system, which reflects hetero-organizing characteristics.

Based on the above theoretical analysis, the research framework of this study was
constructed (see Figure 1). The game model of cross-regional emergency collaboration can
be divided into the regional integration and the pairing assistance game models. Among
them, the game subjects of the regional integration game system are the LG and NG. The
game subjects of the pairing assistance game system are the LG and PG. This study focused
on the interaction between governments in cross-regional emergency collaboration. On this
basis, the influencing mechanism of the efficiency and effectiveness of regional integration
and pairing assistance emergency collaborations was further explored to provide theoretical
support for cross-regional emergency management.
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Figure 1. Research framework.

In addition, due to the complexity, variability, and evolution of disasters and emer-
gencies, great uncertainty exists in the collaborative and interactive behaviors among
emergency organizations. Therefore, the game strategy selection of game subjects is in-
fluenced by an unstable external environment, and the change in game subjects’ strategy
selection is often nonlinear. In order for this study to better reflect cross-regional emergency
management, we introduced stochastic disturbance into the analysis of the cross-regional
emergency collaboration game system. That is, by adding white Gaussian noise into the
strategy equations of the game subjects, the regional integration and the pairing assistance
stochastic evolutionary game models can be obtained.

4. Regional Integration Emergency Collaboration Analysis
4.1. Assumptions and Parameter Settings

We first put forward nine assumptions to describe the basic situation of the LG and
NG behavior in the regional integration stochastic evolutionary game model.

Assumption 1. In the emergency collaboration relationship of regional integration, both the LG
and NG are bounded rationally. Additionally, in the process of the game, the LG and NG are in a
state of information asymmetry. Under these circumstances, the strategy selections of two game
subjects are repeated and randomly matched.

Assumption 2. The LG, as the subject responsible for emergency management, can either choose the
positive emergency collaboration strategy to increase the benefits of emergency actions and reduce
the losses of disasters, or it may choose the negative emergency collaboration strategy due to the
high costs of emergency preparation and actions. Correspondingly, the probabilities of positive and
negative strategies selected by LG are x and 1 − x (0 ≤ x ≤ 1), respectively.

Assumption 3. Facing the reality of regional integration development, the NG should pay cor-
responding costs in emergency preparedness and support. Positive and negative emergency col-
laborations are the game strategy combinations of the NG based on cost and benefit perception.
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Considering the above, the probabilities of positive and negative strategy selections are y and 1 − y
(0 ≤ y ≤ 1), respectively.

Assumption 4. When the LG deals with emergencies, the costs of manpower, equipment, funds,
and other emergency actions are CL (CL > 0). Due to the disasters, the economic and social losses
of the LG are L (L > 0). When the LG takes emergency actions, the social stability and economic
development gains saved are G (G > 0). Further, to depict the positive significance of the emergency
support actions of the NG to the LG, we introduced the support benefits TN (TN > 0), gained by
the LG.

Assumption 5. When the NG provides emergency support to the LG, the costs of manpower,
equipment, funds, and other emergency actions are CN (CN > 0). Further, the NG will gain benefits
from public praise RN (RN > 0), through support actions.

Assumption 6. Based on the actual emergency demands, the LG and NG will establish a cross-
regional emergency collaboration mechanism centering on regional joint meetings, comprehensive
plan formulation, and joint emergency drills in daily emergency preparedness. Specifically, the costs of
emergency preparedness for the construction of the cross-regional emergency collaboration mechanism
are W (W > 0). Additionally, according to social capital theory, the emergency capital stock formed
from institutional construction A1 (A1 > 0), and the emergency capital stock formed from cooperation
experience A2 (A2 > 0), can be formed and fixed between the LG and NG. The higher the emergency
capital stock is, the more emergency action and emergency support costs can be offset. The actual
emergency costs of the LG and NG will be lower. To measure the action intensity of the LG and NG in
promoting cross-regional emergency collaboration, the driving coefficient µ (0 ≤ µ < 1) is introduced.
Specifically, µ and 1 − µ represent the proportion of emergency collaboration willingness and
expenditure of the LG and NG, respectively. Correspondingly, the preparedness costs for the
emergency collaboration of the LG and NG are µW and (1 − µ)W, respectively. The accumulated
emergency capital stocks are µ(A1 + A2) and (1 − µ)(A1 + A2), respectively.

Assumption 7. The intensity of the LG’s emergency actions α (0 ≤ α < 1), and the intensity of
the NG’s emergency support β (0 ≤ β < 1), are introduced to measure the level of the emergency
initiative and emergency response to the disasters, respectively. When the LG chooses the positive
emergency collaboration strategy, α = 1. When the NG chooses the positive emergency collaboration
strategy, β = 1. Correspondingly, the costs of emergency actions paid by the LG under the negative
emergency collaboration strategy are αCL. The benefits obtained from the emergency actions taken
by the LG alone and the NG are αG and αTN, respectively. Similarly, in the case of the negative
emergency collaboration strategy, the NG needs to pay emergency action costs, βCN, obtain social
reputation benefits, βRN, and provide the LG with emergency support benefits, βTN.

Assumption 8. To evaluate the implementation effect between the LG and NG, we introduced the
efficiency of emergency collaboration θ (0 ≤ θ < 1). A higher θ indicates that the LG and NG have
a higher matching degree and adaptability in emergency actions, which is manifested as stronger
resource sharing and information transmission efficiency. In such cases, the LG will respond more
quickly to disasters, and the economic and social losses caused will be reduced to (1 − θ)L.

Assumption 9. Due to the adjacent geographical location, there is an externality coefficient between
the LG and NG, which is oriented to development benefits and disaster losses. In this game model,
the externality coefficient between governments is ε (0 ≤ ε < 1). When the geographical distance
between the LG and NG is closer and the regional economic connection is stronger, the externality
coefficient between the governments is higher. When disasters occur to the LG, the NG takes the
external development benefits and disaster losses obtained by the LG as εG and εL, respectively.

4.2. Income Payment Matrix of the Regional Integration Stochastic Evolutionary Game Model

Based on the strategy selection tendency and situation of the LG, along with the NG, in
the regional integration stochastic evolutionary game model, the income payment matrix of
each game subject under different strategy combinations was calculated and summarized
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Income payment matrix of the regional integration stochastic evolutionary game model.

NG

Positive
Emergency Collaboration (y)

Negative
Emergency Collaboration (1 − y)

LG

Positive
emergency collaboration (x)

−CL + µ(A1 + A2)− µW − (1 − θ)L + G + TN ,
−CN + (1 − µ)(A1 + A2)− (1 − µ)W − (1 − θ)εL+ εG + RN

−CL − µW − L + G + βTN ,
−βCN − εL + βRN

Negative
emergency collaboration (1 − x)

−αCL − L + αG + αTN ,
−CN − (1 − µ)W − εL + αεG + RN

−αCL − L + αG + αβTN ,
−βCN − εL + βRN

4.3. The Regional Integration Stochastic Evolutionary Game Model

According to Table 1, the expected benefits of the LG and NG from choosing the
positive emergency collaboration strategies U11 and U21 are

U11 = y[−CL + µ(A1 + A2)− µW − (1 − θ)L + G + TN ] + (1 − y)(−CL − µW − L + G + βTN) (1)

U21 = x[−CN + (1 − µ)(A1 + A2)− (1 − µ)W − (1 − θ)εL + εG + RN ] + (1 − x)[−CN − (1 − µ)W − εL + αεG + RN ] (2)

In contrast, the expected benefits of the LG and NG from choosing the negative
emergency collaboration strategies U12 and U22 are

U12 = y(−αCL − L + αG + αTN) + (1 − y)(−αCL − L + αG + αβTN) (3)

U22 = x(−βCN − εL + βRN) + (1 − x)(−βCN − εL + βRN) (4)

The average expected benefits of the LG and NG are

U1 = xU11 + (1 − x)U12 (5)

U2 = yU21 + (1 − y)U22 (6)

Then, the replication dynamic equations of the regional integration game model are
as follows:

F(x) = x(1 − x)[−(1 − α)(CL − G − βTN)− µW + y(1 − α)(1 − β)TN + yθL + yµ(A1 + A2)] (7)

G(y) = y(1 − y)[−(1 − β)(CN − RN)− (1 − µ)W + αεG + x(1 − µ)(A1 + A2) + xθεL + x(1 − α)εG] (8)

Further, by introducing white Gaussian noise into the regional integration game
model, the game system subjected to stochastic disturbance is constructed. The nonlinear
Itô stochastic differential equations are obtained as{

dx(t) = [−(1 − α)(CL − G − βTN)− µW + y(1 − α)(1 − β)TN + yθL + yµ(A1 + A2)]x(t)dt + σx(t)dω(t)
dy(t) = [−(1 − β)(CN − RN)− (1 − µ)W + αεG + x(1 − µ)(A1 + A2) + xθεL + x(1 − α)εG]y(t)dt + σy(t)dω(t)

(9)

where ω(t) is the one-dimensional standard Brown motion. Brown motion is an irregular
motion with a stochastic phenomenon, so it can effectively describe the interference of stochas-
tic factors on the LG and NG. When step size h > 0, increment △ω(t) = [ω(t + h)− ω(t)]
follows a normal distribution, N(0,

√
h). dω(t) is white Gaussian noise, σx(t)dω(t) and

σy(t)dω(t) are random interference items of the LG and NG, respectively, and σ is the
random disturbance intensity.

4.4. Stability Analysis of Model Equilibrium Solutions

First, we considered the zero-solution state of the system of Equation (9) and analyzed
the initial moment, t = 0, of the game system, such that x(0) = y(0) = 0. It is clear that:{

[−(1 − α)(CL − G − βTN)− µW + y(1 − α)(1 − β)TN + yθL + yµ(A1 + A2)]× 0 + σx(t)dω(t) = 0
[−(1 − β)(CN − RN)− (1 − µ)W + αεG + x(1 − µ)(A1 + A2) + xθεL + x(1 − α)εG]× 0 + σy(t)dω(t) = 0

(10)

From Equation (10), it can be seen that dω(t)|t=0 = ω′(t)dt|t=0 = 0 . This indicates
that there is at least a zero solution to the system of equations, meaning that the regional
integration emergency collaboration game system will maintain that initial state in the
absence of white noise interference. However, the real world is highly unpredictable,
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and complex systems are bound to experience interference and be influenced by various
internal and external factors. Therefore, according to the stability discrimination theorem
of stochastic differential equations, the influence of random disturbances on the stability of
the game system was further considered. For a given stochastic differential equation:{

dx(t) = f (t, x(t))dt + g(t, x(t))dω(t)
x(t0) = x0

(11)

Suppose there exists a continuously differentiable function, V(t, x), and positive con-
stants c1 and c2, such that c1

∣∣x∣∣p ≤ V(t, x) ≤ c2
∣∣x∣∣p, t ≥ 0. If there exists a positive constant,

γ, such that LV(t, x) ≤ −γV(t, x), then the p-order moment exponent of the zero solution
of this stochastic differential equation is stable and holds for E

∣∣x(t, x0)
∣∣p < (c2/c1)

∣∣x0
∣∣peγt ,

t ≥ 0, where LV(t, x) = Vt(t, x) + Vx(t, x) f (t, x) + 1
2 g2(t, x)Vxx(t, x).

For the two equations in the system of Equation (9), we took Vt(t, x) = x, Vt(t, y) = y,
x, y ∈ [0, 1], c1 = c2 = 1, p = 1, and γ = 1, and we obtained{

LV(t, x) = f (t, x) = x[−(1 − α)(CL − G − βTN)− µW + y(1 − α)(1 − β)TN + yθL + yµ(A1 + A2)]
LV(t, y) = f (t, y) = y[−(1 − β)(CN − RN)− (1 − µ)W + αεG + x(1 − µ)(A1 + A2) + xθεL + x(1 − α)εG]

(12)

The exponential stabilization of the zero-solution moment of the system of Equation (9)
needs to be satisfied:{

x[−(1 − α)(CL − G − βTN)− µW + y(1 − α)(1 − β)TN + yθL + yµ(A1 + A2)] ≤ −x
y[−(1 − β)(CN − RN)− (1 − µ)W + αεG + x(1 − µ)(A1 + A2) + xθεL + x(1 − α)εG] ≤ −y

(13)

Due to x, y ∈ [0, 1], the above inequality is reduced to the following condition:{
(1 − α)(TN − CL + G) + µ(A1 + A2 − W) + 1 ≤ 0
(1 − µ)(A1 + A2 − W)− (1 − β)(CN − RN) + εG + θεL + 1 ≤ 0

(14)

4.5. Simulation Analysis of the Regional Integration Stochastic Evolutionary Game System

Since Equation (9) is a set of nonlinear Itô stochastic differential equations, its ap-
proximate analytical solutions are not required. Instead, stochastic Taylor expansion can
be used to solve them. When t0 = 0, t ∈ [0, T], the interval t ∈ [0, T] is divided into
0 = t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tN = T, with an average step size of tN = nh, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N.
Let x(t0) = x0, y(t0) = y0, and x0, y0 ∈ R. The forward Euler method was adopted to
expand the stochastic game system in Equation (9) to obtain Equation (15). Accordingly,
the simulation analysis was carried out:{

xn+1 = xn + x[−(1 − α)(CL − G − βTN)− µW + y(1 − α)(1 − β)TN + yθL + yµ(A1 + A2)]h + ∆ωnσx(n)
yn+1 = yn + y[−(1 − β)(CN − RN)− (1 − µ)W + αεG + x(1 − µ)(A1 + A2) + xθεL + x(1 − α)εG]h + ∆ωnσy(n)

(15)

Simulation experiments are a powerful research tool when real-world data are difficult
to obtain. In this study, we used numerical simulations to simulate the behavior of the LG
and NG to observe the internal change mechanism of the regional integration stochastic
evolutionary game model. The initial state of the game system was assumed to be (0.5, 0.5).
Further, the initial values of each parameter were assumed, where α = 0.5, β = 0.4, θ = 0.5,
ε = 0.5, µ = 0.4, CL = 22, CN = 14, W = 20, L = 15, A1 = 8, A2 = 8, G = 20, TN = 12, W = 20, and
RN = 5.

4.5.1. How Does the Parameter θ Affect the Regional Integration Game System?

The high-level efficiency of emergency collaboration is the key to improving govern-
ments’ emergency benefits and reducing disaster losses. Figure 2 shows the simulation
results of the regional integration stochastic evolutionary game model evolution when the
efficiency of emergency collaboration θ was set to 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, or 0.7. When θ was 0.3,
0.4, or 0.5, the matching degree between the LG and NG in the emergency actions was low.
In this scenario, the game subjects believe that disaster losses are inevitable even if they
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choose the positive emergency collaboration strategy. Therefore, the regional integration
game system gradually converged to (0, 0). When θ = 0.6 or θ = 0.7, the LG and NG
opened more resources and delivered more information in the process of cooperation. The
perception of disaster losses of the game subjects was also further reduced. In this case,
the combination of positive strategies was the stable state of the regional integration game
system. Additionally, it can be concluded that the evolution convergence speed of the LG to
the positive emergency collaboration strategy was faster. In general, with the improvement
of the cooperation efficiency coefficient, θ, the stable state of the regional integration game
system evolved from (0, 0) to (1, 1).

Figure 2. The stochastic evolution process of the game system under different efficiencies of emer-
gency collaboration, θ. (a) Evolution process of the LG’s strategy. (b) Evolution process of the
NG’s strategy.

4.5.2. How Does the Parameter µ Affect the Regional Integration Game System?

There is a certain difference in the willingness and strength of regional integration
emergency collaboration between the LG and NG. When the driving coefficient of emer-
gency collaboration µ is higher, the costs of establishing a cross-regional emergency collab-
oration mechanism and the accumulated emergency capital stock of the LG are greater. In
contrast, the NG is the main proponent of the construction of a cross-regional emergency
collaboration mechanism. The change trajectories of the game system, under different
driving coefficients of emergency collaboration, µ, are shown in Figure 3. When µ was set
to 0.2, 0.8, or 1.0, the regional integration game system converged to (1, 1). Correspondingly,
when µ = 0.4 or µ = 0.6, the combination of negative emergency collaboration strategies
was the stable state of the regional integration game system. In other words, with the
increase in the driving coefficients of emergency collaboration, µ, the strategy selection of
the LG and NG experienced an evolution process from “positive” to “negative”, and then to
“positive”. In the construction of a regional integration mechanism, the relatively balanced
expenditure of the LG and NG could not promote the formation of a stable and positive
emergency collaboration willingness. That is, when the driving coefficient of emergency
collaboration approached 0.6, it was more likely for the game subjects to behave negatively.
Additionally, the LG and NG did not show the phenomenon of separating the strategy
selection under the willingness of polarized emergency collaboration. Conversely, the LG
and NG were the driving forces for each other in choosing positive strategies. In addition,
the intensity of regional integration construction by the LG played a stronger traction role
in the improvement of cross-regional emergency collaboration.
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Figure 3. The stochastic evolution process of the game system under different driving coefficients of
emergency collaboration, µ. (a) Evolution process of the LG’s strategy. (b) Evolution process of the
NG’s strategy.

4.5.3. How Does the Parameter A1 + A2 Affect the Regional Integration Game System?

The high emergency capital stock indicated that the LG and NG made more effective
efforts in regional joint conferences, comprehensive plan preparation, joint emergency drills,
and other emergency preparedness aspects. Further, it accumulated more institutional
and trust capital. Moreover, the emergency capital stock of the institutional norms and
that of trust relationships are equally important. Figure 4 shows the change trajectories of
the game system under different A1 + A2 values. When A1 + A2 = 11, the game subjects’
benefit perception of the negative emergency collaboration strategy was always greater
than that of the positive emergency collaboration strategy. Therefore, the stable state of the
regional integration game system was (0, 0). With the increase in A1 + A2, the game subjects’
offset costs of emergency response increased, and the actual costs of emergency actions
decreased. Therefore, the willingness of the LG and NG to behave negatively decreased,
which shows that the model converged slowly toward (0, 0). When A1 + A2 = 19, the
difference between the net benefits of the positive and negative emergency collaboration
strategies selected by the LG and NG was greater than 0. Under these circumstances, the
combination of positive emergency collaboration strategies became the stable state of the
regional integration stochastic evolutionary game system.

Figure 4. The stochastic evolution process of the game system under different emergency capital
stocks, A1 + A2. (a) Evolution process of the LG’s strategy. (b) Evolution process of the NG’s strategy.
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4.5.4. How Does the Parameter ε Affect the Regional Integration Game System?

The externality coefficient ε is the parameter used to measure the influence of the LG on
the NG in terms of development benefits and disaster losses. The simulation results of the
game system when ε was set to 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.7, or 0.9 are shown in Figure 5. The evolution
trend of Figure 5a,b is consistent, indicating that ε had a similar influence mechanism on the
LG and NG. When ε was 0.1, 0.3, or 0.5, the regional integration model gradually changed
to (0, 0). At the same time, the convergence time of the LG to the stable strategy was
delayed compared with that of the NG. When ε = 0.7 or 0.9, the LG and NG evolved to the
positive emergency collaboration strategy, respectively. The model formed a stable strategy
combination of (1, 1). Notably, the LG evolved more rapidly toward the stable strategy.
The comparative analysis showed that the willingness of the LG to behave positively had a
certain traction effect on the NG. With the increase in ε, the convergence speed of the LG
and NG to the positive emergency strategy was faster. Therefore, when the LG and NG
have more economic development connections and closer geographical distances, the game
subjects are more likely to behave positively.

Figure 5. The stochastic evolution process of the game system under different externality coefficients,
ε. (a) Evolution process of the LG’s strategy. (b) Evolution process of the NG’s strategy.

5. Pairing Assistance Emergency Collaboration Analysis
5.1. Assumptions and Parameter Settings

For the pairing assistance game, we also put forward nine hypotheses to describe the
interaction between the LG and PG.

Assumption 10. When an emergency or disaster occurs in the LG area, the CG will initiate pairing
assistance based on the actual situation of the emergency response. Under the deployment and
dispatching of the CG, the PG will form a cross-regional collaboration mechanism with the LG.
There is also information asymmetry between the LG and PG in the implementation of pairing
assistance. Additionally, both the LG and PG have the characteristics of bounded rationality, and
the strategy selections in the game process are random and independent.

Assumption 11. In the event of a disaster, the LG can choose a proactive emergency strategy
to strengthen cooperation with the PG, thus achieving the goal of reducing disaster losses and
increasing emergency benefits. In contrast, the LG may behave negatively because of the high costs
of emergency collaboration. Correspondingly, the probabilities of positive and negative behaviors by
the LG are p and 1 − p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1), respectively.

Assumption 12. In response to the CG’s request and fulfilling the strategic task of supporting the
LG, the PG will have the option to adopt the positive strategy. Notably, the PG may be limited by
the high costs of emergency support and the low-incentive benefits to choose the negative strategy.
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Specifically, the probabilities of the positive and negative pairing assistance strategies are q and
1 − q (0 ≤ q ≤ 1), respectively.

Assumption 13. Similarly, the economic and social losses suffered by the LG due to the disasters are
assumed to be L (L > 0). To deal with the disaster effectively, the LG will expend a certain number
of emergency actions, which are set to CL (CL > 0). Under the positive behavior of the LG, it will
obtain certain benefits from emergency actions, which are set to G (G > 0). Moreover, θ (0 ≤ θ < 1)
is the variable representing the emergency collaboration efficiency between the LG and PG. When
both the LG and PG select the positive strategies, the LG will deal with the disaster more effectively.
On this occasion, the disaster losses are (1 − θ)L.

Assumption 14. When the PG starts pairing assistance, the assistance costs of organization,
transportation, and construction are CP (CP > 0). Additionally, the CG will assign certain rewards
E (E > 0) and compensations M (M > 0) to the PG. Then, the PG will obtain social reputation
benefits from the public, which are set to RP (RP > 0). Correspondingly, when the PG adopts
supporting measures, such as emergency rescue, equipment sharing, material supplies, and post-
disaster reconstruction, the assistance benefits gained by the LG are TP (TP > 0).

Assumption 15. Since there has been little interaction between the PG and LG in the past,
problems such as unclear coordination mechanisms and poor information transmission between
the governments in the process of pairing assistance are more likely to occur. Further, the degree of
disorder between the LG and PG gradually increases, which makes the cross-regional emergency
collaboration system display a process of entropy production. According to dissipative structure
theory, the government needs to expend extra emergency costs to dissipate the entropy production of
the emergency collaboration. Therefore, the concept of emergency dissipative costs is proposed. The
emergency dissipative costs of the LG and PG are HL (HL > 0) and HP (HP > 0), respectively.

Assumption 16. In the pairing assistance stochastic evolutionary game model, the intensity of
the LG’s emergency actions α (0 ≤ α < 1) is still presented as a parameter representing the level of
emergency response. Additionally, we introduced the intensity of the PG’s emergency assistance
ω (0 ≤ ω < 1) to indicate the initiative of the emergency assistance. When the LG chooses to be
positive, α is equal to 1. In contrast, when the LG chooses to be negative, the costs and benefits of the
emergency actions are αCL and αG, respectively. When the PG chooses the positive strategy, ω is
equal to 1. Correspondingly, the pairing assistance costs of the PG under the negative strategy are
ωCP, and the rewards, compensations, and reputation benefits are ωE, ωM, and ωRP, respectively.
Moreover, the assistance benefits gained by the LG decrease to ωTP.

Assumption 17. After the CG launches the pairing assistance mechanism, the PG and LG form a
one-to-one emergency collaboration relationship. However, due to the differences in geographical
location and economic development, the emergency collaboration relationship between each group
of governments is different. Therefore, to describe the similarity and equilibrium between the LG
and PG, we introduced the matching degree of emergency collaboration η (0 ≤ η < 1). When the
matching degree is higher, the extra emergency dissipation costs between the governments are lower.
Notably, the matching degree will affect the assistance benefits gained by the LG from the PG.

Assumption 18. Due to the difference in the needs of the LG, the PG may not only provide
rapid emergency assistance but may also include physical reconstruction and sustainable economic
development after the disaster. To measure the sustainability of the pairing assistance mechanism,
the coefficient of sustainability λ (λ > 1) was introduced. The high-level coefficient of sustainability
λ, represents the greater pairing assistance costs paid by the PG and the greater assistance benefits
gained by the LG, which are λCP and λTP, respectively.

5.2. Income Payment Matrix of the Pairing Assistance Stochastic Evolutionary Game Model

Based on the strategy selection tendency and game situation of the LG and PG in the
pairing assistance game model, the income payment matrix was calculated and summarized
(Table 2).
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Table 2. Income payment matrix of the pairing assistance stochastic evolutionary game model.

PG

Positive Pairing Assistance (q) Negative Pairing Assistance (1 − q)

LG

Positive
emergency collaboration (p)

−CL − (1 − η)HL − (1 − θ)L + G + λTP,
−λCP − (1 − η)HP + E + M + RP

−CL − HL − L + G + ωηλTP,
−λϖCP − HP + ϖ(E + M + RP)

Negative
emergency collaboration (1 − p)

−αCL − HL − L + αG + ηλTP,
−λCP − HP + E + M + RP

−αCL − HL − L + αG + ωηλTP,
−λϖCP − HP + ϖ(E + M + RP)

5.3. The Pairing Assistance Stochastic Evolutionary Game Model
According to Table 2, the expected benefits of the LG and PG from choosing the

positive emergency collaboration strategies E11 and E21 are

E11 = q[−CL − (1 − η)HL − (1 − θ)L + G + λTP] + (1 − q)(−CL − HL − L + G + ωηλTP) (16)

E21 = p[−λCP − (1 − η)HP + E + M + RP] + (1 − p)(−λCP − HP + E + M + RP) (17)

In contrast, the expected benefits of the LG and PG from choosing the negative
emergency collaboration strategies E12 and E22 are

E12 = q(−αCL − HL − L + αG + ηλTP) + (1 − q)(−αCL − HL − L + αG + ωηλTP) (18)

E22 = p[−λϖCP − HP + ϖ(E + M + RP)] + (1 − p)[−λϖCP − HP + ϖ(E + M + RP)] (19)

The average expected benefits of the LG and PG are

E1 = pE11 + (1 − p)E12 (20)

E2 = qE21 + (1 − q)E22 (21)

Then, the replication dynamic equations of the LG and PG in the game model were
obtained, as follows:

H(p) = p(1 − p)[−(1 − α)(CL − G) + qθL + qηHL + q(1 − η)λTP] (22)

K(q) = q(1 − q)[−(1 − ϖ)λCP + (1 − ϖ)(E + M + RP) + pηHP] (23)

Similarly, the pairing assistance game model subjected to stochastic disturbance was
constructed, as follows:{

dp(t) = [−(1 − α)(CL − G) + qθL + qηHL + q(1 − η)λTP]p(t)dt + σp(t)dω(t)
dq(t) = [−(1 − ϖ)λCP + (1 − ϖ)(E + M + RP) + pηHP]q(t)dt + σq(t)dω(t)

(24)

where ω(t) is the one-dimensional standard Brown motion. When step size h > 0, incre-
ment △ω(t) = [ω(t + h)− ω(t)] follows a normal distribution, N(0,

√
h). dω(t) is white

Gaussian noise, σp(t)dω(t) and σq(t)dω(t) are random interference items of the LG and
PG, respectively, and σ is the random disturbance intensity.

5.4. Stability Analysis of Model Equilibrium Solutions

First, we considered the zero-solution state of the system of Equation (24) and analyzed
the initial moment, t = 0, of the game system, such that p(0) = q(0) = 0. It is clear that{

[−(1 − α)(CL − G) + qθL + qηHL + q(1 − η)λTP]× 0 + σp(t)dω(t) = 0
[−(1 − ϖ)λCP + (1 − ϖ)(E + M + RP) + pηHP]× 0 + σq(t)dω(t) = 0

(25)

From Equation (25), it can be seen that dω(t)|t=0 = ω′(t)dt|t=0 = 0 . This indicates
that there is at least a zero solution to the system of equations, implying that the pairing as-
sistance emergency collaboration game system will maintain the initial state in the absence
of white noise interference. However, the complexity of reality and the unpredictability in
disaster scenarios make the gaming system subject to interference by unpredictable factors.
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Similar to Section 4.4, the exponential stabilization of the zero-solution moment of the
system of Equation (24) needs to be satisfied:{

p[−(1 − α)(CL − G) + qθL + qηHL + q(1 − η)λTP] ≤ −p
q[−(1 − ϖ)λCP + (1 − ϖ)(E + M + RP) + pηHP] ≤ −q

(26)

Due to p, q ∈ [0, 1], the above inequality is reduced to the following condition:{
(1 − η)λTP − (1 − α)(CL − G) + θL + ηHL + 1 ≤ 0
(1 − ϖ)(E + M + RP − λCP) + ηHP + 1 ≤ 0

(27)

5.5. Simulation Analysis of the Pairing Assistance Stochastic Evolutionary Game System

For the pairing assistance game model, we adopted stochastic Taylor expansion to
solve it. When t0 = 0, t ∈ [0, T], the interval t ∈ [0, T] is divided into 0 = t0 < t1 < t2 <
. . . < tN = T, with an average step size of tN = nh, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N. Let p(t0) = p0,
q(t0) = q0, and p0, q0 ∈ R. The forward Euler method was adopted to expand the stochastic
game system in Equation (24) to obtain Equation (28). A numerical simulation analysis was
then carried out according to Equation (28):{

pn+1 = pn + p[−(1 − α)(CL − G) + qθL + qηHL + q(1 − η)λTP]h + ∆ωnσp(n)
qn+1 = qn + q[−(1 − ϖ)λCP + (1 − ϖ)(E + M + RP) + pηHP]h + ∆ωnσq(n)

(28)

Similar to the research on the regional integration stochastic evolutionary game model,
we used numerical simulations to simulate the behavior of the LG and PG to observe the
internal change mechanism of the pairing assistance stochastic evolutionary game model.
The initial stage of the pairing assistance game system was set as (0.5, 0.5). Additionally,
the initial values of each parameter were assumed, where α = 0.5, ω = 0.5, θ = 0.5, λ = 0.6,
η = 0.4, CL = 30, CP = 26, L = 24, HL = 8, HP = 6, G = 16, TP = 12, E = 4, M = 4, and RP = 4.

5.5.1. How Does the Parameter θ Affect the Pairing Assistance Game System?

The change trajectories of the game system under efficiencies of emergency collabora-
tion θ are shown in Figure 6. When θ was set to 0.2 or 0.4, negative emergency collaboration
and negative pairing assistance were stable strategies for the pairing assistance game sys-
tem. In particular, when θ = 0.4, the convergence trend of both the LG and PG toward
(0, 0) was not significant at the initial stage of evolution. When θ was set to 0.6, 0.8, or 1.0,
the pairing assistance game system converged to (1, 1) with the increasing evolution time.
With the increase in θ, the efficiency and effectiveness of the LG and PG increased, and the
disaster losses of the LG were reduced. Higher emergency benefits will effectively enhance
the initiative of the LG to choose a positive collaboration behavior. Notably, the evolution
speed of the LG to the positive behavior gradually accelerated. Correspondingly, since the
efficiency of emergency collaboration, θ, had little influence on the expected benefits of
the PG, the evolution speed of the PG to the positive pairing assistance strategy was slow.
However, driven by the behavior of the LG, the PG also converged to q = 1 under the high
efficiency of emergency collaboration, θ.
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Figure 6. The stochastic evolution process of the game system under different efficiencies of emer-
gency collaboration, θ. (a) Evolution process of the LG’s strategy. (b) Evolution process of the
PG’s strategy.

5.5.2. How Does the Parameter η Affect the Pairing Assistance Game System?

Due to the differences in the economic level and social development between the
LG and PG, the CG should focus on intergovernmental adaptability when launching the
pairing assistance mechanism. When the matching degrees of government-to-government
η were set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, or 0.5, the evolution results of the pairing assistance game
system obtained from simulation analysis are shown in Figure 7. The higher the matching
degree of government-to-government, η, was, the better the coordination and adaptability
between the LG and PG. This reflects that the emergency dissipative costs that the game
subjects need to expend became lower, and the corresponding assistance benefits of the LG
became larger. With the increase in η, the strategy for reaching a stable state in the pairing
assistance game system was a gradual process from (0, 0) to (1, 1), where η = 0.4 corresponds
to the critical points of strategy selection for the LG and PG. Notably, when η = 0.4 or η = 0.5,
the evolution speed of the LG to the stable state was faster, and it converged to p = 1 first.
This indicates that the LG was more sensitive to the promotion of the degree of government-
to-government matching and that the strategy elicited changes more quickly. In contrast,
when η was set to 0.1, 0.2, or 0.3, although there was an evolutionary trend toward a
positive emergency collaboration strategy in the early stage of model evolution, the LG
eventually chose to behave negatively due to insignificant emergency benefits.

Figure 7. The stochastic evolution process of the game system under different matching degrees of
government-to-government, η. (a) Evolution process of the LG’s strategy. (b) Evolution process of
the PG’s strategy.
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5.5.3. How Does the Parameter E + M Affect the Pairing Assistance Game System?

The rewards E and compensations M provided by the CG are positive measures to
stimulate the initiative of the PG to complete the pairing assistance task. Based on the
pairing assistance stochastic evolutionary game mode, rewards E and compensations M
have the same action mechanism on the strategy selection of each game subject. Therefore,
to discuss the effect of the CG’s rewards and compensations on the game system, E + M was
set to 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. With the increase in E + M, the PG’s perception of compensation
benefits for the emergency costs increased. In this case, it had a stronger initiative to
implement the deployment of the CG and the pairing assistance mechanism. Figure 8
shows that when E + M = 4 or 6, (0, 0) was the stable state of the pairing assistance stochastic
evolutionary game system. When E + M was 8, 10, or 12, the pairing assistance model
changed to (1, 1). It can be concluded that although the CG’s rewards and compensations
did not directly affect the LG’s benefits perception, the LG will also behave positively to
respond with the support of the PG. Notably, when the CG’s rewards and compensations
were higher, the time and speed of the subjects to reach the positive behavior combination
were shorter and faster.

Figure 8. The stochastic evolution process of the game system under different rewards, E, and com-
pensations, M. (a) Evolution process of the LG’s strategy. (b) Evolution process of the PG’s strategy.

5.5.4. How Does the Parameter λ Affect the Pairing Assistance Game System?

The coefficient of sustainability λ, is the indicator used to describe the continuity of
the pairing assistance mechanism and the effectiveness of support measures. The change
trajectories of the game system under different coefficients of sustainability, λ, are shown in
Figure 9. With increases in λ, the LG and PG evolved into negative behavior. When λ = 0.2
or 0.4, the stable state of the pairing assistance game system was (1, 1). This indicates
that in the initial stage of pairing assistance, the LG and PG had a strong collaboration
intention to jointly implement emergency rescue and post-disaster recovery actions. When
λ = 0.6, the initiative of the LG to choose the positive collaboration strategy was reduced,
and the pairing assistance model changed to (0, 1). When λ = 0.8 or 1.0, the benefit
perception of the pairing assistance mechanism to the LG and PG decreased. Negative
emergency collaboration and negative pairing assistance were stable strategy combinations.
In summary, the CG’s implementation of the pairing assistance mechanism can reduce
disaster losses and enhance emergency benefits in the nascent stage of disaster emergency
management. However, the collaboration mechanism based on the emergency management
relationship cannot bring lasting development benefits for the government.
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Figure 9. The stochastic evolution process of the game system under different coefficients of sustain-
ability, λ. (a) Evolution process of the LG’s strategy. (b) Evolution process of the PG’s strategy.

6. Discussion

This study described cross-regional emergency collaboration using CAS theory, which
could enrich the study of organizational relationships in emergency management. Notably,
the regional integration and pairing assistance game systems constructed in this paper
are theoretical abstractions of the concrete practice of the Chinese government’s cross-
regional emergency management. Although the research background and model design
have typical characteristics of the Chinese situation, the results still provide some practical
reference and guidance for governments around the world to improve their cross-regional
emergency management.

The regional integration emergency collaboration mechanism is a cooperation frame-
work set up by NG organizations on the premise of coordinated development between
regions. The mechanism covers joint meetings, the transmission of early-warning infor-
mation, joint emergency drills, plan docking, resource sharing, joint emergency responses,
and other emergency measures. These self-organizing departments can be divided into the
LG and NG according to the location of the disaster. In the regional integration mechanism,
when the efficiency of emergency collaboration, emergency capital stock, and externality
coefficients are higher, the strategy selections of the LG and NG more easily form the stable
state of the positive strategy combination. Firstly, the high-level efficiency of emergency
collaboration θ is the critical parameter in improving the performance of government emer-
gency operations. Therefore, the LG and NG will behave positively to reduce the disaster
losses. Secondly, according to social capital theory, institutional and trust emergency capital
stocks can offset the actual costs of government emergency actions, to a certain extent.
Hence, when the collaboration efficiency of the LG and NG is higher in the emergency
preparation period, the probability that the positive emergency strategy combination is the
stable state is greater. Thirdly, when the externality coefficient ε is higher, the influences
of the LG on the NG in terms of development benefits and disaster losses are greater.
When a disaster occurs to the LG, the NG will take the initiative to implement a positive
emergency strategy to avoid its own possible economic and social losses based on the same
emergency targets as the LG. In addition, as regional integration emergency collaboration
is often formed based on the active docking between NGs, it is crucial to distinguish the
differentiated willingness of each government for emergency collaboration. When the
LG and NG share the costs of emergency collaboration equally (the driving coefficient of
emergency collaboration µ approaches 0.5), the willingness of the game subjects to form a
positive strategy is restrained to a certain extent. In contrast, when there is a large difference
in the costs of emergency collaboration preparedness between the LG and NG, the game
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subjects are the driving force for each other to select positive behaviors, and the driving
role of the LG is stronger.

In the face of major disasters and emergencies, the LG is faced with a sudden increase
in emergency pressure and demand, which exceeds the existing emergency resource supply
and guarantee ability. Through external intervention, the CG prompts the governments not
affected by disasters and in good economic condition to quickly form several one-to-one
temporary emergency collaboration systems with the affected governments. The former
is the PG, while the latter is the LG, and they are often not geographically adjacent. The
above one-to-one docking emergency collaboration mechanism is called pairing assistance.
The emergency response and recovery stages are the window periods for the intervention
of the pairing assistance mechanism. Nonetheless, the PG assists the LG with materials,
equipment, personnel, and funds in response to their emergency needs. In the pairing
assistance game system, hetero-organizing factors formed by the external intervention of
the CG are the leading factors of system evolution. The internal collaboration between
the LG and PG also has an impact on the evolution of the model, which is shown as the
CG’s rewards and compensations. The degree of government-to-government matching and
the efficiency of emergency collaboration all have a positive effect on the positive strategy
combination. Specifically, first, the CG can enhance the enthusiasm of implementing pairing
assistance by enhancing the benefit perception of the PG. In addition to the task assignment,
the increased degree of rewards and compensations for the CG are necessary incentives.
Second, when the LG and PG have a better matching degree and adaptability, the game
subject needs to pay lower emergency dissipative costs. In this case, the pairing assistance
game system is more likely to form the positive strategy combination. Therefore, although
the implementation of the pairing assistance mechanism depends on the cross-regional
collaboration between governments, it is still a reasonable choice for the CG to choose a
PG with a high matching degree with the LG. Third, the high-level efficiency of emergency
collaboration can reduce the disaster response time and losses. Therefore, in the pairing
assistance mechanism, the LG and PG should fully interact and share resources to maximize
the emergency collaboration performance. In addition, due to the emergency needs of the
LG and the political responsibility of the PG, the game subjects have a high willingness
to cooperate in the initial stage of the pairing assistance. However, with the operation of
the pairing assistance, the benefit perception of the LG and PG gradually decreases. To
establish sustainable pairing assistance for both the emergency response and post-disaster
recovery, the CG needs to maintain late-stage funding and policy support.

7. Conclusions

Regional integration and pairing assistance are the innovative practices of cross-
regional emergency collaboration in China. To explore the interaction and behavioral
relationship between different game subjects in cross-regional emergency collaboration,
here, the regional integration and pairing assistance stochastic evolutionary game models
were constructed based on CAS theory and EGT. Then, the decision-making process and
influencing factors of the game subjects were explored through a numerical simulation
analysis. The research results showed the following:

(1) In the regional integration mode, improving emergency collaboration efficiency is
conducive to the formation of a positive cross-regional emergency collaboration mode
between the LG and NG. The coordinated measures of emergency preparedness,
such as joint conferences, the preparation of contingency plans, and comprehensive
drills, can effectively accumulate diversified emergency capital stock and improve
the level of regional integration. Notably, governments with a higher economic
relevance and closer geographical distance often have the same emergency target in
disaster emergency response, which promotes the regional integration of emergency
collaboration. In addition, when the LG and NG expend the relatively average
preparedness costs of emergency collaboration, the negative strategy combination
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is easier to form. In contrast, the driving coefficients of emergency collaboration
approaching 0 or 1 both increase the likelihood of positive strategies.

(2) The CG should fully consider the coordination between the disaster-struck LG and
the PG when launching the pairing assistance mechanism. When the degree of
government-to-government matching is higher, the emergency dissipative costs of the
game subjects are lower, and the possibility of forming a positive strategy combination
is higher. Moreover, the CG’s rewards and compensations can effectively enhance
the enthusiasm of the PG to implement emergency support actions. In addition,
although the implementation of the pairing assistance mechanism is beneficial to the
emergency response after the disaster, it does not bring lasting development benefits
for the LG and PG. The formation of a pairing assistance mechanism for sustainable
development still requires external support from the CG.

(3) On the one hand, resource sharing is the core of the emergency collaboration model
of regional integration. At present, the LG and the NG pay more attention to col-
laborative deployment during emergency preparedness, and it is still necessary to
actively explore the collaborative mechanism during emergency responses. On the
other hand, risk and loss sharing are the keys to the emergency collaboration mode
of pairing assistance. Strengthening emergency collaboration efficiency, balancing
support objectives, and optimizing the categories of support measures are the key
concerns of the LG and PG.

In this paper, EGT was introduced into the study of cross-regional emergency collab-
oration, which provides an avenue for studying the collaboration relationships between
emergency organizations. In addition, the regional integration and pairing assistance
stochastic evolutionary game models were constructed, forming multiple perspectives to
describe cross-regional emergency collaboration relationships. Nevertheless, this study
still has some limitations in terms of the theoretical model and data collection. Firstly,
based on the practice of cross-regional emergency management in China, we constructed
the stochastic evolutionary game model of cross-regional emergency collaboration and
preliminarily verified the practical effects and influencing factors. However, we did not
explain the similarities and differences in cross-regional emergency collaboration in re-
sponse to different types of disasters. In the next stage, it is still necessary to calibrate
and optimize the model for different disaster types and external environments. Secondly,
a numerical simulation tool was adopted to describe and verify the interaction between
game subjects in cross-regional emergency collaboration, but there is still a lack of mutual
verification in actual disaster cases. Future research needs to collect actual disaster cases
and data on different types of disaster emergency management to expand and explain the
research issues.
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